Whithin the framework of Strategic
Reserves, a focus on SDR
Infosession Febeliec May 16th 2014

This presentation is informative and made without prejudice to the CREG’s competence for approbation
of the Functioning Rules for Strategic Reserves.
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The framework of Strategic Reserves
General context
•

The “Plan Wathelet” was initiated by the Secretary of State for Energy Wathelet with the
aim of guaranteeing Belgian electricity security of supply in the future and consists of
several elements among which the creation of strategic reserves.

•

The Law of 26th march 2014 amended the Law of 29 April 1999 on the organization of
the electricity market, which provides for the establishment of a mechanism of strategic
reserves (SR) in order to ensure a sufficient level of security of supply during the
Winter Periods.
The law stipulates a procedure to follow where, among others, each year:
- the Minister of energy may give instruction to Elia to constitute a determined volume
of strategic reserve;
- Elia determines the tendering rules via a “Procedure for Constitution of Strategic
Reserve” after consulting market actors, CREG & the federal administration of
energy.
- Elia organizes the tendering procedure & contracts the candidates, if the regulator
assesses that the prices are not manifestly unreasonable.
- Contracted suppliers can be activated during the Winter Period by Elia in line with
the Functioning Rules, determined by Elia and approved by CREG.

•
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The framework of Strategic Reserves
Planning 2014/2015
•

2014 as a transitional year towards the implementation of strategic reserves
- Specific agreement between the administration for energy, CREG and ELIA. This
schedule may differ from the standard deadlines set by above mentioned law.

•

Ongoing now:
- Contract Notice
- Functioning Rules have been determined by ELIA and submitted to the CREG for
approval, conform article 7septies, §1 and 2 of the Electricity Law. CREG has
published a decision proposal for public consultation.
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Introduction
Volumes decided by the Minister
•

The procedure for constitution of strategic reserves as sent for final consultation, has taken
into account the Ministerial Decree of April 3rd. As described in point 2.5 of the procedure,
art.1 of the Ministerial Decree stipulates that:
- A volume of 800MW needs to be constituted as strategic reserves, for a period of three
years and that this volume needs to be composed from capacity that would have been
out of the market on November 1st 2014, if it weren’t for the mechanism of strategic
reserves.
- Furthermore, demand capacity can only be contracted for one year, which is in
derogation to production capacity, which can contribute to the determined volume for the
three years.
- There is a possibility foreseen to increase the determined volume should there be
credible indicators that D3/T2 would not be back to the market before the winter period.
 No new tender will be organized, but only non-selected offers to constitute the
800MW can be additionally contracted in this case.
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The framework of Strategic Reserves
General context, designed along with stakeholders
•

Elia determines the tendering rules via a “Procedure for Constitution of Strategic
Reserve” after consulting market actors, CREG & the federal administration of energy
- Taskforces implementation Strategic Reserves:
TF iSR I
17/2

2014

feb

TF iSR III
19/3

mrt
28/2

TF iSR II

•

TF iSR IV
16/4

apr

mei
05/5 Today

Call For
Candidates

jun

2014

10/6

Call For
Tender

But broader, involvement of the stakeholders, particularly Febeliec :
- Information sessions and workshops,
- Demand response survey (2013)
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High level view of the SR design
1. Detection
• Economic
trigger based
on Belgian
curtailment in
Belpex DAM
• Technical
trigger based
on technical
system
assessment

2. Notification

3. Verification

• Select &
inform SR for
warming

5 hrs

• Verify the
need for SR
before going
over to actual
injection
• Take a
decision on
actual
injection

4. Injection &
Balancing
• SR actually
injects
• Impact on
balancing
prices
depending on
real-time
situation

1,5 hrs

Correct information of the market
D-1 until 18h, continuous
follow-up,
also Intraday

Real-Time
minus Y hours

Real-Time
minus X hours

Real-Time

Note: Timings are for indicative purpose only and will depend on actual procedures and/or terms of contract (e.g. X and Y).
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High level view of the SR design
Step 1 - Detection
A combination of two activation triggers with clear priorities for detecting
the need of SR to be launched is useful:
Economic trigger: Activation is linked to Belgian curtailment in Belpex-DAM
•Limited to Belgian curtailment
•Offered to ‘avoided curtailed Belgian bids’ at 3000 €/MWh
•If insufficient to cover all Belgian curtailment, then normal curtailment rules apply on the remaining volume.
•Elia becomes counterparty in Belpex. No individual bidding of SR into Belpex
•Avoiding cross-border impact
•Complementary process “after” the actual CWE/NWE DAM clearing
• The market will be informed when the economic trigger is “triggered”

Technical trigger: Activation based on continuous monitoring of the system by the
transmission system operator
• Only complementary compared to economic trigger. The economic (market-based) trigger has priority in
activating SR. Only remaining SR volumes after the economic trigger (if any) could be used in the technical
trigger.
• Technical trigger can occur without economic trigger
• The technical trigger is first evaluated in the evening at D-1, but is afterwards continuously monitored. This
implies that the technical trigger is not fixed to a single moment, unlike the economic trigger.

 The output of the detection phase is a required SR profile to be activated in the next phases.
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High level view of the SR design
Step 2 - Notification
Given the required profile determined in the detection phase, the next
steps are:
Selection of the SR to be activated for ‘warming up’.
• Elia selects SR based on a techno-economic evaluation.
• Note: ‘warming up’ does not directly imply injection, this first requires ‘verification’ (cf. next steps).
After this stage ‘cancellation’ is still possible.

Elia notifies the selected SR.
• The selected SR take the necessary steps allowing timely delivery of the requested volumes. i.e.
power plants start pre-heating and conditioning plant chemicals, customers get notified of a
potential interruption.

Elia informs the market, in particular the BRPs on the use of strategic reserves.
• Avoid discrimination by informing all parties, and not only the parties with SR in their portfolio.
• Warn participants about anticipated problematic situations later on and of the risk of high balancing
prices in case of confirmation of the problematic situation.
• Such warning is given independent of the trigger,

 The main output of the Notification phase is the start-up of selected SR. Putting SR
ready into ‘hot’ conditions should significantly reduce further lead times.
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High level view of the SR design
Step 3 - Verification
Once SR have been notified, they reach the moment to decide if they actually
have to inject energy in the zone or not (yet). The need is verified by Elia.

Elia verifies the anticipated need of SR.
• The need defined via the economic trigger has not changed. However, better information on the
indicators feeding the technical trigger might be available.
• Verification increases efficiency, in terms of costs and in terms of limiting market distortion.
3. Verification

Depending on the result of the verification, Elia instructs the notified SR to
inject, ‘keep warm’ or stop.
• The information to inject includes a volume set-point (e.g. at Pmin or another setpoint depending
on the need).
• A techno-economic evaluation to decide between ‘keeping warm’ (but not injecting) and stopping.
This evaluation should include the risk on the need for SR later on.

 The main result of the verification phase: notified SR are
confirmed to start injecting energy/reduce demand into the control area.
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Strategic Reserves products
SDR & SGR
•

•

Within this global framework, 2 products have been designed for the first winter period
(2014-2015)
- Strategic Demand Reserve
- Strategic Generation Reserve
Possible evolution

Example

581MWh

ENS [MWh for one hour of interruption]

ENS (average MWh/activation duration) 2016/2017
1600
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mean that the probability
that the average ENS is ≥
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SDR Design
 Principles
•

Principles 2014-2015:
- TSO grid only (individual or aggregated)
- For one winter period of 5 months 01/11/14-31/03/15

- Slow ICH-like principle (fixed Shedding Limit (SL); The baseline is the DA nomination; BRP’s
perimeter neutralized by replacing metering by nomination during activation)
- Certification of the SDR Reference Power (see later)

- In case of activation the SDR supplier commits to reduce his (total) consumption of electricity
at the (pool of) access point(s) to a fixed contractual shedding limit (SLSDR). The available
power for activation for each Quarter Hour will be defined as the difference between the (sum
of) nominated power(s) in DA by the BRP and the SLSDR. The activation will be all-or-nothing,
i.e. the entire available volume per Quarter Hour will always be activated.
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SDR Product Characteristics
 2 types of SDR
•

Product characteristics:
- SDR is designed as for “peak shaving”, however SDR can be activated at any moment
- MonteCarlo simulations : most of the peaks will occur between [ 9h-13h] and/or [17-21h]

- Historical analysis : a morning peak will almost certainly be followed by an evening peak

•

There will be two types of SDR based on the characteristics of activation, SDR_4 and
SDR_12:
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SDR Product Characteristics
 Reservation
1.

2.

No fixed capacity obligation but commitment to lower the consumption at any moment under the SL
•

Purpose: avoid incentive to consume in order to reach a fixed capacity obligation

•

Candidates are grid users with a traditionally high consumption during critical periods  a certification based
on historical data will allow to confirm the proposed Rref (Reference reserve power)

•

When the offtake is low, the GU contributes to avoid the structural shortage

Availability:
• Remuneration based on the available volume per quarter hour
-

Available volume = min (Sum of Nomination(s) - SLSDR, Pmesured – SLSDR, Rref)
An ex post comparison of the available volume and the contracted one could lead to a reduction of the
last one for next winters.
No incentive to
Propose a too high Rref,
over nominate or over consume

contributes
to avoid the problem

Rref
SL

•

Contribution to the economic trigger
-

-

No “firm” SDR volumes can be determined before the economic trigger process. Therefore, For the first
year, SDR volumes are not yet taken into account in the volumes that can be allocated by Belpex in the
economic trigger.
Nevertheless Elia can decide afterwards to use a SDR volume in order to inject the energy sold;
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SDR Product Characteristics
 Activation
 Activation lead time calibrated on same scheme than for SGR
•

Warm up period of 5 hours max :
- preparation period needed in order to be able to lower the offtake
- and where a cancellation is still possible
Ramp down period of 1,5 hours max :
- period during which the consumers starts the offtake reduction
- and where a cancellation is not anymore possible

•

 As the request for activation is sent 6,5 hours in advance the estimation of the available volume will
be based on the DA nomination. A monitoring will be set up in order to verify the coherence
between the nominations and real metered offtakes. This reinforces implicit exclusivity (towards CIM
market) of that reserve.

 Tests:
•
•

Elia will perform 1 test before the contractual period
Elia reserves the right to perform test(s) during the contractual period . Those 2d type tests will be
remunerated as “normal” activations
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SDR Product Characteristics
 Activation
 Remuneration for
-

Fixed costs /activation @ contractually fixed price [ € ]

-

Prolongation of warm up period @ contractually fixed price [ €/hour ]

-

Effectively activated energy at contractually fixed activation price [ €/MWh ]
With activated energy = max [ Nom - ( max ( Pmes ; SL ) ) ; 0 ] * activation period
and activation period = period from “verification” (beginning of “ramp up), till end request

 Controls and penalties
-

Penalty based on ratio (non activated/requested energy) for the activation period
Penalty = 2 * activation price * min [ 1 ; ( max ( 𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑠−𝑆𝐿 ; 0 ) ) / ( max ( 𝑁𝑜𝑚−𝑆𝐿 ; 0 ) ) ]

-

Penalty on a fixed amount if SL* not reached within ramp up period [ €/MWh ]
Penalty = 3 * 24h * reservation price [€/MW/h] * Rref
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SDR Product Characteristics
 Combination with Ancillary Services
•

Combination of SDR and R3DP on a same EAN is excluded (incompatible back payment scheme )

•

Combination of SDR with ICH and/or R1Load
Pmes
NOM

• SLSDR < SLICH
• If SDR is activated, SLSDR has to be attained

SL- ICH
SL-SDR

•

• R1 dynamic behavior still be guaranteed under
SLSDR

For the future, Elia will analyze the feasibility of a sub-metering system in order to cover ase of
separated processes behind a same access point
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Certification of SDR Reference Power
 Rref
During the Call For Tender only offers submitted by suppliers that have passed the
procedure for Admission and that are based on certified SDR Reference Power will be
accepted. SDR Reference Power can receive a certification until the end of the Call For
Tender (4th of July 2014) in line with below criteria:
1. SDR Reference Power must be based on individual or aggregated access point(s) connected to
the ELIA Transmission grid. + It must be proven that an agreement has been made with the
concerned grid user(s).
2. SDR Reference Power must comply with the exclusivity criteria listed on the previous slide
(combination with Ancillary Services)
3. SDR Reference Power should meet the following criteria based on metering data from the last 3
Winter Periods:
•
•
•

Average hourly consumption ≥ SDR Reference Power + SLSDR
85% of hourly average consumption during peak periods ≥ SDR Reference Power + SLSDR
75% of hourly average consumption outside peak periods ≥ 0,75 * (SDR Reference Power + SLSDR)

Peak periods are defined for this purpose as 09h00-13h00 and 17h00-21h00 of Working Days, during the
Winter Periods.
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Certification of SDR Reference Power
 Rref
(Pool of) Grid users whose consumption is traditionally high during the winter period:
• Average hourly consumption ≥ Rref + SL
• 85% of hourly average consumption during peak periods ≥ Rref + SL
• 75% of hourly average consumption outside peak periods ≥ 0,75 * (Rref+SL)

Power
[MW]
Pxx

%

Criteria based on historical data for last 3 winters:
• SDR candidates must propose and motivate SDR Reference Power taking all these
criteria into account. ELIA will examine whether or not the proposal is in line with said
criteria.

• Eventual periods that are not representative (incident, unforeseen maintenance) or
evolutions of the profile due to new investments have to be motivated.
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High level view of the SR design
Step 4 – Injection & Balancing
1. Detection
• Economic
trigger based
on Belgian
curtailment in
Belpex DAM
• Technical
trigger based
on technical
system
assessment

2. Notification
• Select &
inform SR for
warming
• Inform market
on the use of
SR

D-1 until 18h, continuous
follow-up,
also Intraday

3. Verification
• Verify the
need for SR
before going
over to actual
injection
• Take a
decision on
actual
injection

4. Injection &
Balancing
• SR actually
injects
• Impact on
balancing
prices
depending on
real-time
situation

Real-Time
minus Y hours

Real-Time
minus X hours

Real-Time

Note: Timings are for indicative purpose only and will depend on actual procedures and/or terms of contract (e.g. X and Y).
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Step 4: Injection & Balancing
General
Once verified, SR will be actually injecting and become visible in the control area’s
position. This impacts the balancing market.

SR injects into the control area. Different effects created by injection as a consequence
of economic and/ or technical trigger.
• Energy for meeting the economic trigger has a counterparty via the day-ahead market and
does not affect the balancing market.
• Energy for meeting the technical trigger has no ex ante counterparty is intended to cover
structural shortages. It has an impact on the balancing market.

Imbalance pricing has to take into account the SR injection and reflect at all times the
actual situation.
• If SR is injecting energy and if there is ‘structural’ shortage, then imbalance prices have to
reflect this and go very high. This means significantly higher than the DAM activation price of
3000 €/MWh.

 The main result of the injection phase is that SR actually inject into the zone and influence
the zone’s position and that the balancing market reflects this appropriately.
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Step 4: Injection & Balancing
Basic principles
 Economic trigger: signal coming from BPX in DA, indicating that a volume of SR has to be furnished for
a certain period.
•

Such a transaction can be sufficient and solve the (market) problem

 Technical trigger: decision Y hours in advance (“verification”) to inject SR energy to the system in order
to avoid a risk of “plan de sauvegarde”
•

•

Preventive action

The economic and/or technical trigger alone should not influence the
imbalance prices.
•

But a warning must be sent to the market in order to announce a risk of high prices
for the coming hours.

•

The imbalance prices should be high when one of those triggers is coupled
with a Real Time Indicator that confirms the structural shortage.
•

Transparent and clear criterion that can be followed by market.
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Step 4: Injection & Balancing
Structural shortage” - Real Time Indicator
 Typical scenario of an adequacy problem:
Total offtake > total injection (SI≤0) and all units at their max
• Reserves (R2 + R3 + interTSO) contracted for residual imbalances and FO

16h

22h
SI

Available Ibids

Situation where the SI starts to
‘crop’ the reserves which are
dedicated for instantaneous
deviations of the SI

 Real Time Indicator that
confirms the structural shortage:

SI ≤– Ibids

 Market parties will be able to follow the situation on the online Elia dashboard
 The activation of SR will be visible in the NRV
 The SI (situation of the zone in no action by Elia) as well as the remaining margin of the system
(Ibids) are clearly indicated in the website
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Step 4: Injection & Balancing
Residual energy - impact on balancing (1/2)
Situation 1:
IF strategic reserves are activated, AND IF there is
“structural shortage”, THEN the imbalance price
should be very high (>> 3000 €/MWh)
Situation 2:
IF strategic reserves are activated, AND there is NO
“structural shortage”, THEN the imbalance price
should be a proxy of what would have been the
situation without residual energy.

2
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Step 4: Injection & Balancing
Imbalance pricing
Changes in imbalance pricing depend on two conditions:
• Has there been a trigger for strategic reserves?
• Is there (in real-time) structural shortage?
REAL TIME INDICATOR
No structural shortage

DETECTION

No SR trigger

Structural shortage
SI ≤ - IBIDs

Normal imbalance pricing

Corrected price, reflecting
SR trigger situation without SR injection
(econ. or tech.)  Based on ARC
(Available Regulation Capacity)

Strong (single) price signal
4.500 €/MWh
(winter period 2014-2015)

Only when two conditions are fulfilled, a
very high price will occur
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Step 4: Injection & Balancing
Residual energy - impact on balancing (2/2)
Situation 2: IF strategic reserves are activated, AND there is NO “structural shortage”, THEN the
imbalance price should be a proxy of what would have been the situation without residual
energy.
 Considering the importance to have transparent prices and in order to limit (at least for the
first year) developments required a solution could be to use (public) Available Regulation
Capacity publications:
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SDR – next steps
 Overview of the milestones

Candidates
SDR (SGR) 02/06/2014 – 18:00 CET

Tenders
04/07/2014 – 18:00 CET

ICH

26/05/2014

19/09/2014

R3DP

26/05/2014

19/09/2014

What

Until

26/04/2014

Functioning Rules have been determined by ELIA and submitted to the
06/06/2014
CREG for approval (needed for the Call for Tender)

05/05/2014

ELIA informs the market of the upcoming Call For Tender via a Contract
02/06/2014
Notice

10/06/2014

ELIA initiates the Call For Tender for strategic reserves.
=> Submission of offers for strategic reserves by SDR and SGR candidates

05/07/2014

Elia writes a report with all offers, motivations, prices and volumes, offered
for strategic reserves + a technic-economic proposal based on the award 25/07/2014
criteria for combination of offers;

26/07/2014

CREG writes an advice that indicates explicitly and motived whether or not
the price of the combination of offers proposed by ELIA is manifest 31/08/2014
unreasonable or not;

01/09/2014

Elia concludes the contracts for these offers for the duration foreseen in the
01/11/2014
Minister’s decision;
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Strategic Reserves – Available documentation
•

A few links
- http://www.elia.be/en/about-elia/Users-group/Strategic-Reserves-ImplementationTask-Force
- Agenda, presentations, minutes & feedbacks Taskforce
- Calendar
- Procedure to constitute strategic reserves
- … (product sheet)
- http://economie.fgov.be/fr/consommateurs/Energie/Securite_des_approvisionne
ments_en_energie/reserve_strategique_electricite/
- Law, Ministerial Decree, analysis
- …
- http://www.creg.be
- Proposed Functioning Rules
- …
- http://ted.europa.eu/,  references 2014-058260 & 2014-058267

• Your Key Account Manager @ Elia
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